Total absorption of light in monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides by critical coupling.
Transition-metal dichalcogenides with exceptional electrical and optical properties have emerged as a new platform for atomic-scale optoelectronic devices. However, the poor optical absorption resists their potential applications. The novel method of critical coupling with guided resonances is proposed to realize total absorption of light in monolayer MoS2 both theoretically and numerically. Simulated results illustrate that the perfect absorption with critical coupling is achieved by choosing suitably the ration of the hole radius to the period of the photonic crystal slab, and that the tunability of absorption peaks is obtained by a small change in the period and the thickness of the slab. Intriguingly, such device manifests the unusual polarization-insensitive feature and the good absorption stability over a wide angle range of incidence. The total absorption in monolayer MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2 is realized handily by the same principle. Hence, our results may open up new possibilities for improving the light-matter interaction in monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides and find utility in wavelength-selective photoluminescence and photodetection.